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Abstract. This paper gives a new proof of a theorem of G. Birkho�: Every

group G can be represented as the automorphism group of a distributive lattice

D; if G is �nite, D can be chosen to be �nite. The new proof is short, and it

is easily visualized.

1. Introduction

In [1], G. Birkho� proved the following result:

Theorem. Every group G can be represented as the automorphism group of a dis-

tributive lattice D; if G is �nite, then D can be chosen to be �nite.

See also the references for alternative proofs. In this note, we present a new

proof of this result which may be the simplest and most direct of all the proofs.

2. The proof

Let G be the given group de�ned on the set G = f g j  < � g with g0 = 1; we

assume that jGj > 1. We view ordinals as well-ordered chains, so

 � � < � and  �= � imply that  = �:(1)

For every x, y 2 G with y 6= 1 (equivalently, with x 6= yx), we construct the

poset P (x; y) of Figure 1, de�ned on the set fx; yx; hx; yig [ ( � hx; yi), where
y = g ,  < �; we partially order this set by

x < h0; hx; yii < h1; hx; yii < � � � < h; hx; yii < : : : ;  <  ;(2)

yx < hx; yi < h0; hx; yii:(3)

The two minimal elements of P (x; y) are x and yx, both in G.

Let P =
S
(P (x; y) j x; y 2 G; y 6= 1 ) be partially ordered by a < b in P iff a < b

in some P (x; y). It is su�cient to prove that AutP �= G. Indeed, AutP �= AutL,

where L is the distributive lattice completely freely generated by P ; moreover, if G

is �nite, then P and L are both �nite.

To prove that AutP �= G, let � be an automorphism of P . Since G is the set of

minimal elements of P , so � permutes G. Let a = 1� and let b 2 G. We want to

show that b� = ba.

If b = 1, this holds by the de�nition of a. So let b 6= 1. Let b = g� with � < �.

Then the poset P (1; b), with minimal elements 1 and b, is de�ned (since 1 6= b = b1).
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Figure 1. The poset P (x; y)

Since b 6= 1, also b� 6= a (= 1�) and so b� = ua, for some u 2 G with u 6= 1.

Therefore, P (a; u) with minimal elements a = 1� and ua = b�, is de�ned.

Thus � takes the minimal elements of P (1; b) into the minimal elements of

P (a; u), hence it must take all of P (1; b) to P (a; u), so P (1; b) �= P (a; u). Thus

the top chain of P (a; u) is the same as the top chain of P (1; b), that is, �, and so

u = b, proving that b� = ba.

For every a 2 G, de�ne �a by b�a = ba. Then we have just proved that every

automorphism of P restricted to G is of this form; the converse is trivial. This

completes the proof of the claim and of the Theorem.
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